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About This Game

Disgusted by the actions of her own country, the aristocratic knight, Luna, abandoned her status, rank, and family fortune to
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seek a humble life in the Free City.

Luna lived peacefully as a mercenary; however, she becomes embroiled into a situation that results in her enslavement. Can
Luna seize her freedom and smash the ambitions of the great evil around her?

Find out in this Prison Escape RPG by Kagura Games and Circle Poison brought to you in native English!

Features

Explore a Fantasy World

Side Quests

Upgradeable Equipment

Day and Night System

Stealth System

Voiced Main Character
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Title: Slave's Sword
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Circle Poison
Publisher:
Kagura Games
Release Date: 13 Dec, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 7/8/8.1/10

Processor: Intel Core2 Duo or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9/OpenGL 4.1 capable GPU

DirectX: Version 9.0

Additional Notes: 1280x768 or better Display. Lag may occur from loading menus or maps. Turn off other programs before
running the game.

English,Japanese,Simplified Chinese
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slave's sword 自由都市編 walkthrough #6

One of the worst games i ever played, better invest your money in something else than this meme of a game, this game has
eventually a bitcoin miner running in the background while you have this game open. this game is developing work of like 10
minutes.. Such a disappointment... I bought a new PC for this game and I will be playing X3AP with Litcube universe again....
When comes out for Mac?. I played for 67 minutes and I think I've been through everything the game has to offer. Not exactly
value for money and it seems like development is over so it won't get any better.. Great game and good fun. A little short and
the challenges could be a little more difficult (or have more), but overall really enjoyable for the $5 price tag. The sandbox
mode is a little buggy. I am trying to see if I can max out the damage bar in sandbox, but too many weapons cause framerate
issues and the dummy freezes midair or sometimes leaves the play area altogether. If you like ragdoll games and just want some
fun and waste a little time, pick this up.. IT SAYS IT IS MULTIPLAYER! IT LIES I WANT TO PLAY WITH MY FRIENDS
AND I CAN'T!!!. Best MXGP game so far ++++
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Blackfaun is too early for access. It looks like it will eventually be a decent rogue like. As it stands now, it is overly unclear what
is happening (why am I picking up different colored hearts?, what does a candle do?, etc) and it has some game breaking bugs.
Example: After stage one my weapon dissapears and I get spammed with error messages. This is not a one time occurance. It
happens every time.

I look forward to changing my review when some of the major issues get resolved.. very fun. would love some more tutorials. i
am a n00b.. this is so gruesome and dark
i love it so much

I've been passionate about alchemy since a very young age cause of FullMetal Alchemist and when I heard of this game I was
like "Why isnt it on my library yet?" And you should ask yourself that too cause this is a very badass game , and if you like gore
, mystery and a 11/10 story , you've come to the right place .

Thought I gotta tell you , this is that type of a game where it's all about that gRIIIINNNDDD , and it might take you a while to
finish it, tho trust me , it's all worth it .

All I am worried about is the fact that once I finish it I wont intend to play it again cause of how long it takes to finish it :<
Oh and did I forget to tell you that  when you kill your daughters , they make sounds and you can legit hear them getting killed  ,
I love it lol .. I enjoy text based adventure like these and this is another well done story.. TL:DR;
This game is so horribly imbalanced to the point, where it is insulting BS. Also, no resolution change.

Review:
A promise of something, that could be a fantastic game, a survival against the cold, harsh alien world.
We definitely need games like that, incorporating resource management, skill progression and turn based combat.

Unfortunately this game isn't it.

I will skip graphics and audio part. Graphics is 800x600 and attempts to switch to full screen will make this game unplayable.
Audio is stock, but doesn't annoy.

The real problem with this game is gameplay.
Apparently, this game was not play-tested, or if it was, it was playtested by someone with a wciked sense of cruelty.

You see, this title is one, total RNG bull\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.
There is no difficulty setting - each and every game will see you fukked right up in the back end of your gastric system.

Of course, challenging games can be fun, but in 'Link' this isn't even challenging.
Let me show you what I mean.

The rescue mission, lowest difficulty. Survivor starts at the exact opposite end of the map. Your guys rush to them, only to run
out of stamina (it regenerates 1 point of stamina per turn, so if you have 5 max, you need 5 turns to regenerate it to max).
You move your survivor towards rescue party.
What happens? Lowest mob moves towards your survivor and kills it with two hits.
Amazing. Or perhaps survivor spawned with a sniper rifle, in which case it may be the only character to survive, whereas your
rescue crew will be ganbanged by 3 spiders.

Seriously, there is no difficulty progression. Base attacks, the very first one, will pitch your tiny group of soldiers against a horde
of 8-12 aliens, many of which will be top tier units capable of killing your soldier with ONE hit.
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Honestly? What was supposed to be a challenging fun, was revealed to be frustrating RNG hell.

What else? Generic loot, limited skill choice and upgrades (for example you can only research one of four techs per branch,
characters are limited to like 5 skills).
Constantly growing threat level, even if all you do is just farming for food.
Constantly dropping heat and stamina levels, heat drops even when a soldier sleeps (wtf?).

This crap is really not worth playing. I say this with a heavy heart because I had expectations for this title.

Unfortunately, this one is not a game to be lightly tossed aside. It is a game to be thrown away with great force - and with
regret.. I am going to be completely honest here.
Long time no see,ISI's original baby.
The game itself is quite the simulator you'd need.FFB is not hard to set-up and it's all controller friendly.
Sure,you'll find some toxic people,but that's why leagues exist.
The game itself has no content,but makes up for it with thousands of mods.
Overall,rFactor is a game that never gets old.Buy it,it's worth even 13 years after the release.. If you don't have high expectations
on a Megaman game this might be for you. It's not a bad game, but it also isn't a good one in my oppinion. I requested a refund..
Pretty cool game, although at some points in the game things seem almost impossible, it is doable.
Love the art on this game, especially on the short cutscene's.. https://youtu.be/uSt-XitZzwQ

Individual tastes may vary, even for a ?joke? premise such as this. A single end game choice hardly provides any player agency
for those not pushed away at the initial setting.
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